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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION STUDY PROJECTS
FOR

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Introduction and°Purpose

Many college or university students are active-
ly involved in environmental studies or envi-
ronmental education projects. Usually, aca-
demic credit is given in nearly every discipline
in the curriculum. This is typical, since envi-
ronmental education is multidisciplinary in
'nature. This paper addresses thr a pr ects
and s been designed to help the instru tor,
studen or group of students in identi ying
environm tal problems at the com nity
level and helping to find solutions to them.

The Problemfocused Environmental Educa-
tion Program

If there is a .pfogram now established for
environmental studies, this paper is self-
explanatory. The three projects can easily be
incorporated in the existing program. If no
such program exists, the instructor will need
to develop guidelines for the student lo
follow in designing the studyAand prepaling a
report. Questions to be answered in preparing
the guidelines include:

I. Should the report include an abstract, be
written in the third person, typed, foot-
noted, documented with photographs,
and include a bibliography?

2. ' How many copies of the report must be
turned in?

3. How will the report be 'evaluated?

4. Will you be required to give a presentation
of your -4udy. to a group of instructors
and students?

5 What are the pOlicies for researching the
problem, utilizing the library and corn-
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munity resource people? The use of
libraries and resource people from the
many agencies and organizations concern-
ed with specific problems will be a critical
part of any project.

Before beginning the study, three items
should be consideredcomplexity, time, and
cost.

ComplexityProbably the most
.difficult thing will be identifying a
problem and narrowing the study
down in scope so all the constraints
or drawbacks in completing it are
known. You won't want to select a
problem which is beyond your cap-
abilities to deal with or for which
there are inadequate resources
literature, supplies, materials, etc.
available for use in your work.
Doing so would only result in a
frustrating experience and a waste
of time.

TimePrepare a schedule of the
work you plan to do so it can be
completed before the end of the
quarter or semester.

CogtThe three projects described
in this paper will require very little
money, if any. "However, prepare a
description of the equipment,
supplies, material, etc., you will
need and estimate the costs before
deciding definitely on any given
problem. Check with your instruct-

.. of about the cost. There may be
funds available for your study with-
in the institution, or they may be
obtained through a grant from a
foundation, state, or Federal
agency.

recycled paper)
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Environmental Problem Solving
\N

Problems with resource utilization and the
environment are numerous.. This is not a new
phenoment)n. As human populations and
demand upon world resources increase, so do
the number of problems dr concerns.-There
are no simple solutions to mast of these prob-
lems. They are very complex and implement-
ing solutions to one problem often' results in
the creation of a multitude of oher problems.

For example, if you try to stop air pollution
by closing down an industry, zou must recog-
nize What would happen as a result of the lost
of products and jobs. Therefore, it is very im-
portant that you study the relationships of
one problem to another. Economic, social,
and political implicatiol should be.consider-
ed when arriving at solutions. Let's consider
economics. You might select the solution that
goes farthest to solve the problem, but then
find that funds are not available or that the
cost is too great in relation to the benefits. In
this case, you should consider priori es and
alternate sbliitions.

Keep in mind that finding solutions to envi-
ronmental problems begins with you-the in -.
dividual. It will do verx little gbod to point
the finger at spmeone else until you have
examined your own behavior and life style to
determine how your own actions change the
environment in desirable br undesirable ways.

The real result of this problem-solving
approach is not the report you prepare, but
the experience you gain by seeing for yourself
what is involved in finding answers that recog-
nize both environmentaltproteeion and other
public needs. Already the widespread national
environmental concern of a few years ago is
being crowded out of the center of public
attention by worries over inflation and un-
employment. Many people begin to lose inter-
est in environmental problems when they find
that the answers are not simple-that (for
example) deciding what to do about problems
posed br'offshore drilling or an Alaska pipe-
line, also involves facing the complexities of
obtaining an adequate national oil supply.

America is going to be facing these kinds of
decisions not just in the next few years-but
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throughout your lifetime. How wisely those
decisions are made will determine our
country's future quality of life. And you can
make a positive contribution in determining
how well they are made if you are willing to
.be an actively involved citizen and to devote
time for studying and understanding these
sometimes complex problems and issues. You
can speak out on these issues and be heard-if
you demonstrate that you have done your
homework, have faced the issues- with an open
mind, and know what you are talking' about.

Preparation of reports is required, for carrying
out the three projects described in this paper.
In your search for data and information, be
sure to contact personnel from the entities (1)
causing the distinct problem, (2) opposing the
problem, and (3) having a legal responsibility
to deal with the problem.

Project No. 1-Identifying and Lessening the
Impact of an Environmental Problem in

Your Community

Discussion-In appendix A, you will find a
questionnaire containing a comprehensive lik-
ing of environmental concerns. There are
three methods for you to consider in using
the information in theappendix.

Method No. 1-This method is
quite simple. Based on your know-
ledge about a particular concern in
your community, select the cate-
gory and element, or elements
which you would like to learn more
about. If you select "solid waste
disposal" which is presented in the
appendix under categories "Water
Problems" and :`Land Use," you
will note, that it is also related to
other categories-eig., Population,
Resource Depletion, Aesthetics,
Health Hazards, etc. Study the re-
lationships between the categories
and, in your report, address as
many facets of the situation as time
permits. In this method, you indi-
vidually are deciding the priority
area of concern.



Method No. 2This method is a
little more time - consuming and will
require funds for matehalspaper,
reproduction, etc.' It involves using
the material in appendix A as
checklist and personalfy'.interview.-
ing at least 50 people: from
different age groups 'and walks of
life,- in your community to deter-
mine which t ()heir* is considered
.to be of highest priority to those
interviewed. Their primary concern
then becomes your problem for
study. In addition to the personal
interview, you. could also use the
telephone to obtain the desired in-
formation.

Method, No 3This method will re=
quire more time than methodS 1

and 2 and more cost for materials,
paper, reproduction, postage, etc. It
may be appropriate as aleam pro-
ject. It requires utilizing:the mke-
rial in the appendix to prepare a
questionnkire which can be mailed
to 100' to 500 people from
different walks of lift! in your com-
munity. A possible problem\ with
this method is that you could re-
ceive a poor return of question-
naires. It might be desirable to
follow up with a telephone calf:to
each respondent a few days after
the questionnaire has been mailed
to help ensure its completion and
return. As in method 2, people in
the community help you select the
most important problem" for your
study.

r

3. What is the existing status of the problem
in your community, state, region, and 'na-
tion? (For example, if you select solid
waste disposal, what is the situation with
littering, open dumps, sanitary landfills,
recycling, etc.?)

4. Who ('individUals including yourself and/
or agencies) has the reSponsibility for off-
setting'::the pfoblem, and what is being
done about it'? (Include information on
legislation, enforcement, :funding of rime7
dial' Prtigrams at -the local 'level, monitor-
ing pollution, etc.)

What is the significant impact of the prob-
lem on the environment including the
effects On plant and animal po tions?
(include;a discussion on the amou t and.
type of land lost, transportation pr' ems
caused, changes in air and wate quality
and in wildlife habitat, noise,

6. What 'are the poss solutions to the
problem? (Consider alternative solutions,
compromises: or , tradeoffs, and .an esti- ,

mated Cost for each solution.)

The design of the study and actual format of
your reportabstract, statement of the prob-
lem, etc.should be determined with your
advisor. Some importaht questions you
should consider answering in the report are:

1. What is the nature or scope of the prop-
'ern? (solid waste, energy, air pollOtion,
transpditatioh, etc.)

, A

2. Why does thevroblem exist? (This could
include such topics as: lack of legislation
and enforcement, lack' of understanding
and concern, lack of a solution, etc.)

Whato can be done to help solve or mini-
mize the problem? (Consider yoUrself as
an individual or in a gioupclub, profes-
sional organization, etc.attending hear-
ings, voting, establishing and enforcing
legislation, monitoring, etc.)

What will you do as an individual. (or
group) 'to help solve or minimize the prob-
lem? (REMEMBER -this is the construc-
tive action part of your project and is,",
therefore, very important.)

Project No. 2Assessing Impact
of a Development Project '0

DiscussionOn January 1, '1970, 'the
President signed into law the National Envi-,
ronmehtalPolicy Act (NEPA)," which deOlared
a nations o is o encourage productive and
enjoya e harmony between man and his env'[ -...
ron nt.

NEPA
Council

uthorized" the establishthent of a
n Environmental 'Quality (CEQ) in



the EXecutive Office of the President. CEQ is
charged with responsibility to study the con-
dition of the Nation's environment, to .devel-
op. new environmental programs and policies,
to coordinate the wide array of Federal envi-
ronmental efforts, to see that all Federal ac-
tivities take environmental` considerations into
account, and to assist the President in assess-
ing environmental problems and in.determin-
ing ways to solve them.

.

To ensure that environmental amenities and
values are , given. systematic consideration

a to economic and technical consider-
ation in the Federal deciSion-making process,
NEPA requires each Federal agency to pre-

, pare an environmental impact statement in
advance of each major action, recommenda-
tion, or report on legislation that may signifla
cantly affect the quality of the human envi-
ronment. Such actions may include new high-
way construction, harbor dredging or filling,

Q. nuclear power plant construction, large-scale _

aerial-pesticide spraying, river channeling, new
jet runways, munition disposal, bridge ?con-
struction, waste treatment or disposal proj-
ects, and more.

This project requires the preparation of a
written report. It has been designed to help
you learn some of the )things planners/
developers shoUld, consider before irripleutent-
ing a project that could have adverse effects

con the environment.

To begin, you must select a developme9t proj-
ect such as a shopping center, subdivision
(housing development), tam, nuclear power
plant, airport, industry, etc., in your com-
munity or state.

The design of ,the study and actual format of
your reportabstract, statement of the prob-
lem (project title and description), etc.
shOuld be determined with your advisor.

Any assessment will begin. by- examining what
planning has been done fof the project or pro-
posal under study. For example:

1. What need wilV this project or activity
serve? Has the responsible organization
given, carefia, tstiidy this" need? (A

P1

highway or sewage treatment plant would
be built to serve aspecific need, while an

, office building or a housing development
might save to help meet a more general
demand for such facilities.)

2. What factors were considered in choosing
this type of development, facility, or ac-
tivity? Were other alternatives considered,
and why were they rejected?

. Why was this site selected?. Were other
possible locations considered?

In assessing how well this basic planning has
been done, it is important to be realistic
about the choice of alternatives. Usually it ig
easier to recognize the problems poS4tthe
specific ;project you are studying titan to
foresee what faultsor limitations might arise
from a different approach or at a different\
location. Often people in the area affected by
a proposed project simply want it built "some
place else."

In her cases there may be new technological
approaches that have drawn attention for
their potential advantages, but are not yet
sufficiently proven or not yet available at
practical cost for the situation you are study-
ing.

In determining a project's environmental im-
pact, some of the questions you should con-
sider answering in your report are:

I. Will there be a,change in air quality dur-
ing and/or after construction?

2. Will .there be a change in water quality
during and/Or after construction?

3 Will the level of noise change during and
after construction?

4. What -changes will occur to recreation
lands and wildlife habitat?

5. Will any 'mineral (coal,, uranium, etc.)
deposits be affected?

6. How will excess excavated materials be
disposed .,of? a ...



How will contaminants (radioactive
wastes, chemicals,,,etc.) be, stored and all
wastes disposed of after construction?

8. Will there be any change in the water
'table as a result of the project?

9. How will the land structure be changed'?

10. How will human, wildlife, and plant pop-
ulations be affected?

11. Will there be any aesthetic (visual) dete-
rioration as a result of the project or any
odors?

12. Will any rare or endangered species be
affected by the project? '

13: How will education and health services
be changed as a result of the project?

14. How will transportation in the project
area be changed during and after con-
struction?

151. Will any legiSlative changes need to be
madepollution \standards or regula-
tions, zoning, ordinances, etc.?

16. Will any historic features or unique wil-
derness areas be affected by the project?

17. What will be the number and types of
new jobs available during and after con-
struction?

...

18. What changes in population density will
occur during and after construction?

19. What changes will occur to the overall
economic status of the area?

20. How would the overall "quality of life"
be changed as a result of the project?
How do the benefits compare with the
adverse effects?

Wherever one of these items 'does raise the
possibility Of a significant impact, try to
determine whether the developer has con-
sidered the problem and has made an
adeqbate effort to offset or minimize it.
Again, alternatiyes are examined and their

costs compared to their benefits in judging
what is a workable way of minimizing each of
these impacts.

Once you have answered each of the cues=
tions above, in as much detail as your time
permits; address the following, questions in
your report:

21. Are there% major effects that have not
been adequately -considered and met by
the developer (and by any agencies re-
sponsible for approving this4moject, its
land use, or its environmental precau-

.; tions)?

22. If this is the case, what actions would
you recommend to help ensure that the
project's majo environmental impacts
are considered? Include constructive ac-
tions which you yourself can take as an
individual or as part of an organization
concerned with community and environ-
mental improvement.

y

Project No. 3Envir nmental Research

This project is particularly appropriate if your
area includes a laboratOry, test facility, Or
pilot project where research anddevelopment
are under way orisome neW, approach to envi-
ronmental improvement. Thiscould be a ne.v
technique for controlling or water pollu-
tion, for recycling wastes, for protecting land
or'forests, for conserving natural resources Or
using them more efficientlyany area relating
to a potential for a better environment.

. Your report should describe in detail:

1. The full background of the problem* this
research ,work is designed to' help meet.

A
0

2. The nature of this approach to the prob-
lem, its potential advantages and possible
applications.'

. e

3. The present status of development.
7 2..

4. Any technical obstacles that must be.over-
come.



. Projected cost .of usfhg this approach, if it
does prove successful. Discuss whether the
cost may be an obstacle in getting it ac-
cepted for general use.

Summary

The study of local environmental problems
through, an independent or group study pro-
gram provides an ideal opportunity for mak-
ing education relevant to real-life situations.
Every individual has a' responsibility as a
citizen to get involved in resolving the envi-,
ronmental issues affecting ,their destiny or
well-being. We are all great exploiters of the
earth's resources and must begin to look more
thoroughly into the present and future con-
sequences of our acts.' Hopefully, by seeking
information through- research and formulating
ideas, a new dimension and understanding
about comprehensive planning and the tom-

. plexity of .solving environmental problems
will be obtained. It is also hoped that the
three projects suggested in this paper will help
foster attitudes, values, and life styles which
enhance the quality of life and the environ-
ment.

9 .
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APPENDIX A: ENIVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

s

What do.you feel are the most urge nvironmerital concerns? (Please rank the major categories by
number in order of priority. Do the same for each of the elements within the categories.)

fir

Major Categories

Population Problems
;Transportation Problems
Energy Problems
Resource Dept*on
Natural Etivironmerit
Aesthetics
Materialism
Planning,. Design, and Construction ProbleMs
Economic-SocialtCultural Problems
Knowledge Gaps
Health Hazards 4

Water Problems
Land Use Problems
Air Problems
Others*

Elements Within Major Categories

Popula on Problems

Distribution
Gro'Wth rate
Rural out-migration
Drain on nonrenewable resources
Others*

ransportation Problems

:Highway construction
Lack of adequate mass transit systems
Traffic congestion
Others* 4

Energy Problems

Fuel shortages
Lack in aevdtopmerit of alternate energy resources

\Lick of efficiency in use and production
thers*

51
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Environmental Concerns (continu,ed)

Resource Depletion

Lack of recycling for,nonrenewable resources
Improper management ofTenewable resources
Others* . .

Natural Environment

Endangered animal species
Endangered plant species
Loss of fishery and wildlife resources
Loss of natural habitat
Others*

Aesthetics

Distracting:

Sights
Sounds
Smells
Others*

Excessive waste in paCkaging
Lack of durable, long-lasting goods
Status products
Consumerism (product knowledge)
Others*

Planning, Design, and Cons ction Problems

xi>

Aesthetically and functionally poor architectural design
Lack of comprehensive regional planning
Lack of environmental understanding and concern among platTers, designers, and
contractors

Lack of planning to prevent, future environmental problems and to solve current
problems

Inadequate and shoddy construction
Others*

Economic-Social-CulturafProblenis

Apathy and lack of leadership-in problem solving.
" Failure of society tcrmeet-human psychological needs

Harmful social and work_environments



Environmental Concerns (continued)

Economic- Social- Cultural Problems (continued)

lack& adequate housing
Lack of adequate job opportunities(
Life styles which are detrimental to environmental quality
Loss of cultural identity and cultural shock__
Poverty
Consumer problems (prices)
Others*

Knowledge Gaps
1.1

Lack of programs -to find and promote solutions tolikwironmental problems
Lack of solutions to environmental problems \. .

Lack of undefstaniing of environmental problems
Others* . tt

2 Health Hazards
iR

Air pollution M1

Pesticides, herbicides, and toxic metals
Food additives ) A

Noise
Raditation
Walt- pollution
Others*

*atet Problems

I

11.

nra

Contamination of ground and surfaFe waters byithernic Is, dy(es, etc.
Flood control;

" Lack of water use plaits
Limitation of fresh wet supplies
Sedimentation
Thermal discharges
Soft waste dispdsal
Solid waste disposal
Agriculturarrunoff (fertilizers, pesiicides,_atid.herbiticies)
Others* ° 4

Land Use Problems
..-

Etrosion
Inadequate zoning and planning A '

Loss of parks, open space, wetlands, and natural areas
Siting of facilities, e.g., nuclear-powerylants, powei transformers and lines; etc.
Loss of agricultural lands due to...urbanization and inundatidn
Mining-oPerations

f.,

ICJ
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Environmental Concerns (continued)

Land Use Problems (con ued)

Solid waste disposal
Visual blight (litter, billboards, etc.)
Lack of land ethic
Others* .

r

Air Problems

Emissions:

Tjash burning; -furnaces in 'homes
Industrial and power plants
Automobiles, trucks, buses, airplanes, motorcycles
Others*

*Difficulties in citing the many concerrtg on this form cause the writer to urge you to prpvide any
additional examples you might think of.

NOTE: ThiS checklist or questionnaire should include (1) space fortile respondent to state Iiis or
her name, profession, and address and (2) special directions for com,Pleting:

Please return completed questionnaire in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope.

10
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The Model Environmental Education Program

A model environmental education program is one which helps the individual become
(1).aware of the environment and its associated problems; (2) concerned, kqowl-
edgeable, and accurately informed about the problems; (3) knowledgeable and
informed about the possible future consequences of the problems; (4) engaged in
clarifying values and making decisions based on attitudes and beliefs; (5) involved in
finding the solutions to environmental Problemsalternatives, tradeoffs, compro-
miies, and Costs; and (6) committed to and involved in some type of constructive
action which enhances environmental quality.

1.4

Jonathan M. Wert, Ph.D.
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